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1. A customer is considering a Websphere Message Broker installation in a virtualized environment. The project will be phased in, and the virtual machines will only consume a fraction of the physical hardware. What does the customer need in place to ensure they are able to license software for the size of the virtual machines and not the entire server capacity? 
   A. Passport Advantage Contract 
   B. WebSphere Cloudburst Appliance 
   C. IBM Subcapacity Agreement 
   D. Tivoli Monitoring 
   **Answer:** C

2. A BladeCenter customer is interested in HP Virtual Connect. Which of the following IBM products should be presented? 
   A. BOFM 
   B. VMotion 
   C. PowerVM 
   D. AMM 
   **Answer:** A

3. What are the three solution areas that define the IBM Systems Software portfolio today? 
   A. Flexible Delivery Choices, Virtualization, Cloud 
   B. System Analytics, Workload Optimization, Systems for a Smarter Planet 
   C. Virtualization, Management, Availability 
   D. Virtualization, Provisioning, Control 
   **Answer:** C